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PEACE OF MIND IS PART OF THE PACKAGE
Case IH Farmall® compact A and C series tractors come with a 6-year extended warranty. That’s 72 months with peace of mind 
at no additional cost. Built to tackle tough chores, these dependable tractors make every dollar work as hard as you do. And 
with Farmall, you never have to choose value over quality. Every tractor is versatile, reliable and easy-to-use and won’t break your 
budget. Plus, you get peace of mind knowing we’ve got your back. To learn more about the 6-year extended warranty on Farmall 
compact A and C series tractors, contact us today or visit www.caseih.com.

6-YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY
Case IH has your back with a FREE 6-year extended warranty that includes 2 years of 
base coverage plus an additional 4 years of extended coverage on specific components 
for Farmall compact A and C series II non-CVT tractors. Ask us for details.

https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/Pages/Our-Products/Tractors/Compact-Farmall-A-Series/compact-farmall-a-series.aspx


FARMALL COMPACT C SERIES TRACTORS

MODELS PTO HP1

MECHANICAL TRANSMISSION
PTO HP1

HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION

35C (non-cab) 29.7 28

40C (cab) 34 32

45C (non-cab & cab) 38.2 36

50C (non-cab & cab) 42.5 40

55C (non-cab & cab) 46.7 44

1 PTO HP at 2,300 RPM

KEY FEATURES

• 35 – 55 engine horsepower

• Fuel-efficient, Tier 4 B/Final engine

• Gear with synchronized shuttle and hydrostatic 
transmissions available

• Large operator area with deluxe features

• Sloped hood for improved visibility and safety

FARMALL
COMPACT C SERIES TRACTORS
Farmall 35C – 55C

SCAN TO LEARN MORE  
ABOUT FARMALL COMPACT 
C SERIES TRACTORS
*See back for details.

LOW-RATE FINANCING 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE*

https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/compact-farmall-c-series/farmall-35c
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/compact-farmall-c-series/farmall-40c
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/compact-farmall-c-series/farmall-45c
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/compact-farmall-c-series/farmall-55c
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/compact-farmall-c-series
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/compact-farmall-c-series/farmall-50c
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/compact-farmall-c-series


FARMALL
UTILITY A SERIES TRACTORS
Farmall 55A – 75A

KEY FEATURES

• Tier 4 B/Final with 3-cylinder, FPT turbocharged 
& aftercooled engine

• Standard 8 × 8 mechanical transmission, 
optional 12 × 12 clutchless power shuttle  
or 12 × 12 with creeper option

• 2WD or MFD front axle

• Two standard rear remotes for easy hookup of 
hydraulic tools, plus an optional third rear remote

• Standard high visibility roof panel and radio 
ready on cab configurations

FARMALL UTILITY 55A – 75A TRACTORS

MODELS PTO HP1

55A (cab) 43

65A (cab) 51

75A (non-cab & cab) 60

1 PTO HP at 2,300 RPM

SCAN TO LEARN MORE 
ABOUT FARMALL UTILITY A 
SERIES TRACTORS
*See back for details.

LOW-RATE FINANCING 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE*

https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-a-series
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-a-series
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-a-series/farmall-55a
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-a-series/farmall-65a
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-a-series/farmall-75a


KEY FEATURES

• 4-cylinder, 3.4-L engine (Tier 4 B/Final-compliant)

• 12 × 12 power shuttle transmission  
(creeper-ready)

• Two rear remotes, plus an optional third remote

• Standard instructor seat (cab configurations)

• Standard high visibility roof panel  
(cab configurations)

• Standard Bluetooth radio (cab configurations)

• Low-profile / poultry configuration available

FARMALL
UTILITY A SERIES TRACTORS
Farmall 95A – 115A

FARMALL UTILITY 95A –115A TRACTORS

MODELS PTO HP1

95A (non-cab & cab) 78

105A (non-cab & cab) 92

115A (non-cab & cab) 100

1 PTO HP at 2,300 RPM

SCAN TO LEARN MORE 
ABOUT FARMALL UTILITY A 
SERIES TRACTORS
*See back for details.

LOW-RATE FINANCING 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE*

https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-a-series
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-a-series/farmall-95a
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-a-series/farmall-105a
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-a-series/farmall-115a
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-a-series


A REMARKABLE HISTORY  
DRIVEN BY INNOVATION

THE BEGINNING OF THE FARMALL SUCCESS STORY

• These “all purpose” tractors could pull heavy harvesting 
and tillage machines, and plant and cultivate row crops.

• Front mounting of the cultivator was the key to success.

• Launched in 1931, the F series was designed  
for farmers with 200+ acres who needed a more  
powerful 3-plow tractor.

• The F series featured new technologies like PTO,  
4-speed transmission, gasoline engines, foot-to-floor  
pedal control, and rubber tires.

• In 1936, the Farmall paint color changed from  
“battleship gray” to the trademark Harvester Red #50.

FIRST GENERATION: 1923 – 1939

THE FAMOUS LETTER SERIES

• IH launched the Letter series featuring A and B  
(small-sized), H (middle-sized) and M (large-sized) tractors.

• Raymond Loewy’s “Culti-Vision” design moved  
the operator to the right of the engine for improved visibility. 
This feature remained in production for 40 years.

• The Farmall Super M-TA featured a torque amplifier,  
enabling operators to shift between two gears  
on-the-go or under load – an industry first.

• The 2-point Fast-Hitch on Farmall Super C tractors  
made it easy to attach rear-mounted implements.

THE FARMALL NUMBER SERIES

• To meet demand for more power in the field,  
the Farmall number series (100, 200, 300  
and 400) now replaced the letter series.

• The 300 and 400 models featured the  
torque amplifier, plus ten forward  
and two reverse gears.

SECOND GENERATION: 1939 – 1954

THIRD GENERATION: 1954 – 1958

https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series


It all started with a revolutionary design back in 1923, and over the years the Farmall tractors 
evolved to meet the operators’ changing needs, on and off the farm still going strong today.

A NEW WORLD OF POWER

• The Farmall 460 was the smallest of the 6-cyl. tractors  
and the diesel version had a direct-start system built by 
International Harvester.

• From 1958 to 1963 the Farmall 560 tractors were one of 
the most popular models sold in the US. Farmers liked the 
smooth economical 6 cyl. engine, independent power take 
off and the Torque Amplifier.

FOURTH GENERATION: 1958 – 1962

TOTAL POWER

• The Farmall 706 and 806 were the first all-new tractor 
designs from International Harvester in nearly 30 years.

• The 806 was marketed as the world’s most powerful and 
toughest all-purpose tractor, with the all new D361 engine.

• In 1965, the Farmall 1206 Turbo was the first 2WD row-crop 
tractor to exceed 100 hp. 

FIFTH GENERATION: 1963 – 1966

NEW HEAVYWEIGHTS

• The Farmall 656 tractor featured a continuously variable 
hydrostatic transmission for precise matching of speed 
and power for any job.

• On Feb. 1, 1974, a Farmall 1066 was the 5,000,000th 
International Harvester tractor rolled off the assembly line.  
IH was the first tractor manufacturer in the world to claim 
this distinction.

SIXTH GENERATION: 1967 – 1974

FARMALL REBORN

• In 2003, Case IH reintroduced the Farmall series 
with a line of compact tractors designed for small 
farms and residential acreage.

• In 2012, Case IH introduced Farmall A, B and C  
series – tractors that combined utility engineering 
with advanced technology.

• Case IH continues to build on the Farmall legacy 
with the release of Farmall utility 55A, 65A and 
75A tractors in 2018. In 2020, Farmall utility 95A, 
105A and 115A tractors entered the marketplace.

SEVENTH GENERATION: 2003 – PRESENT



FARMALL UTILITY 90C –120C TRACTORS

MODELS PTO HP1

90C (non-cab & cab) 73

100C (non-cab & cab) 85

110C (non-cab & cab) 93

120C (non-cab & cab) 100

1 PTO HP at 2,300 RPM

KEY FEATURES

• 4-cylinder, 3.4-L FPT engine (Tier 4 B/Final)

• Standard 12 × 12 power shuttle transmission  
or optional 12 × 12 with creeper

• Standard 2 rear remotes, plus an optional  
third remote

• Standard instructor seat (cab configurations)

• Standard Bluetooth® radio (cab configurations)

FARMALL
UTILITY C SERIES TRACTORS
Farmall 90C – 120C

SCAN TO LEARN MORE 
ABOUT FARMALL UTILITY C 
SERIES TRACTORS
*See back for details.

LOW-RATE FINANCING 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE*

https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-c-series
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-c-series/farmall-90c
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-c-series/farmall-100c
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-c-series/farmall-110c
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-c-series/farmall-120c
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/utility-farmall-c-series


FARMALL
100A PRO SERIES TRACTORS
Farmall 110A – 140A Pro

FARMALL 100A PRO SERIES TRACTORS

MODELS PTO HP1

110A (cab) 92

120A (non-cab & cab) 102

130A (cab) 112

140A (non-cab & cab) 118

1 PTO HP at 2,200 RPM

KEY FEATURES

• 4-cylinder, 4.5-L FPT engine (Tier 4 B/Final)

• No Diesel Particulate Filter or regeneration required

• Standard 8 × 8 clutchless power shuttle
transmission, optional 16 × 8 power shuttle with
hi-lo gear selection

• Two rear remotes standard, plus two more optional

• Radio (cab configurations)

• Instructor seat (optional on cab configurations)

• High visibility roof panel (optional on cab configs.)

SCAN TO LEARN MORE 
ABOUT FARMALL 100A PRO 
SERIES TRACTORS
*See back for details.

LOW-RATE FINANCING 
OPTIONS AVAILABLE*

https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/Pages/Our-Products/Tractors/Farmall-100A-Series/farmall-100a-series.aspx
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/farmall-100a-series/farmall-110a
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/farmall-100a-series/farmall-120a
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/farmall-100a-series/farmall-130a
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/products/tractors/farmall-series/farmall-100a-series/farmall-140a
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/Pages/Our-Products/Tractors/Farmall-100A-Series/farmall-100a-series.aspx


$2 OFF
* EVERY CASE IH  

EARTH METAL  
SWEEP PURCHASED

Now through March 31, 2023

MAXIMIZE TILLAGE  
PERFORMANCE
Achieve a high-efficiency seedbed with Case IH Earth Metal® sweeps 
and instant savings.

BUILT STRONGER & LAST LONGER 
than conventional sweeps.

Earth Metal Extenda-Wear sweeps are

RECEIVE

EARTH METAL SWEEPS

• Built on Agronomic Design:™ Effectively 
manages even the toughest residue  
and improves soil tilth

• Engineered to Flex: Sweeps flex when 
encountering hard objects and return  
to its original shape

• Options to Fit Your Operation:  
Earth Metal sweeps make  
up one of the largest  
lines in the industry

EARTH METAL EXTENDA-WEAR™ SWEEPS

• Better Yields: Sweeps retain their 
original shape, leading to a consistent 
seedbed for improved yields 

• Increased Productivity: Long-lasting 
sweeps mean more uptime and less 
maintenance 

• Longer Life: Patented welding process 
infuses tungsten carbide into the 
sweep, creating a tough sweep that 
requires less labor and hardware costs

https://www.mycnhistore.com/event


Discounts given as a line item discount on the customer invoice at the point of sale. Offers apply to eligible products purchased from participating Case IH dealers. See your participating Case IH dealer for details and eligibility requirements. 
Offers are nontransferable. Offers subject to change or cancellation by CNH Industrial at its discretion. 

* Offers apply to eligible products purchased from participating Case IH dealers between 1/1/2023 and 3/31/2023.

©2023 CNH Industrial America LLC. All rights reserved. Case IH is a trademark registered in the United States and many other countries, owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or 
affiliates. CNH Industrial Genuine Parts is a trademark in the United States and many other countries, owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates. Any trademarks referred to 
herein, in association with goods and/or services of companies other than CNH Industrial America LLC., are the property of those respective companies.

POWER UP YOUR  
PRECISION PERFORMANCE
Bundle efficiency and accuracy into one easy solution.   

NEW XCN-1060 AND XCN-1260 DISPLAYS

• Shortens the Learning Curve: Intuitive platform with Android-based 
operating system makes it easy to learn and use precision technology

• Handles a Wide Range of Applications: Power, speed and  
connectivity mean you can handle a range of in-field tasks,  
especially data-intensive ones

• Compatible with Virtually All Equipment: Elevate the precision  
of your entire fleet with a display that’s easy to use and transfer 
between vehicles

FREE
* EZ-PILOT®  
PRO LICENSE

with the purchase of an XCN-1060™ or XCN-1260™ Display and guidance bundle.
Now through March 31, 2023 

RECEIVE A

XCN-1060 Display

XCN-1260 Display

NEW
 DISPLAYS!

Displays that place precision technology at your fingertips.

To see all offers, visit MYCNHISTORE.COM/EVENT

https://www.mycnhistore.com/event


GETTING THE JOB DONE STARTS WITH 
CHOOSING THE RIGHT FARMALL
Case IH Farmall® series tractors continue in the tradition of versatile, 
hard working machines that make every dollar work as hard as you 
do. No matter what your operation demands, you’ll find the right 
fit with one of the value-packed Farmall A series tractors or deluxe 
Farmall C series tractors. And with Farmall, you never have to 
choose value over quality. Every tractor is versatile, durable,  
easy-to-use and won’t break your budget. 

FIND YOUR RIGHT TRACTOR IN 4 SIMPLE STEPS

caseih.com/rightredtractor

Scan to find your 
right red tractor

*   For commercial use only. Customer participation subject to credit qualification and approval by CNH Industrial Capital America LLC. See your participating Case IH dealer for details and eligibility requirements. 
Dealer participation is required. Down payment may be required. Not all customers or applicants may qualify for this rate or term. CNH Industrial Capital America LLC. standard terms and conditions will apply. 
Offer subject to change or cancellation without notice. Offers good through March 31, 2023.

©2023 CNH Industrial Capital LLC. All rights reserved. Case IH and CNH Industrial Capital are trademarks registered in the United States and many other countries, owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., 
its subsidiaries or affiliates. Any trademarks referred to herein, in association with goods and/or services of companies other than CNH Industrial America LLC, are the property of those respective companies.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL CASE IH DEALER

VISIT WWW.CASEIH.COM TO LOCATE THE 
CASE IH DEALER NEAR YOU.

https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/tools-resources/right-red-tractor#
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/dealer-locator
https://www.caseih.com/northamerica/en-us/tools-resources/right-red-tractor#

